Conclusion

This book has presented a new method for sequence-based protein homology
detection that compares two proteins through alignment of two Markov Random
Fields (MRFs), which model the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of a protein
set using an undirected general graph in a probabilistic way. The MRF representation is better than the extensively-used PSSM (position-speciﬁc scoring matrix)
and HMM (Hidden Markov Model) representations in that the former can model
long-range residue interactions while the latter two cannot. As such, MRF-based
homology detection shall be much more sensitive than PSSM- and HMM-based
methods. Our large-scale experimental tests show that MRF-MRF comparison can
greatly improve alignment accuracy and remote homology detection over currently
popular sequence-HMM, PSSM-PSSM, and HMM-HMM comparison methods.
Our method also has a larger advantage over the others on mainly-beta proteins.
We build our MRF model from multiple sequence alignment (MSA) without
using any native structures, so the accuracy of an MRF model depends on the
accuracy of an MSA. Currently our MRF model is built upon the MSA generated
by PSI-BLAST. In the future, we may explore better alignment methods for MSA
building or even utilize a few solved structures to improve MSA. The accuracy of
the MRF model parameter usually increases with respect to the number of
non-redundant sequence homologs in the MSA. Along with more and more protein
sequences are generated, very accurate MRFs will be available for more and more
protein families and thus, their homologous relationship can be studied more
accurately using MRFs.
An accurate scoring function is essential to MRF-MRF comparison. Although in
this book we only present one scoring function, various scoring functions can be
used to measure the similarity of two MRFs, just like quite a few scoring functions
are developed to measure the similarity of two PSSMs or HMMs. It is computationally intractable to ﬁnd the best alignment between two MRFs when long-range
residue interaction is considered. This book presents an ADMM algorithm that can
efﬁciently solve the MRF-MRF alignment problem to suboptimal. However, it is
about 10 times slower than the dynamic programming algorithm for PSSM-PSSM
alignment. Further tuning of this ADMM algorithm is needed for very large-scale
homology detection on a laptop computer.
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